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Summary

An electrical analogue of heat conduction (1) has been used to
investigate the relation betTIeen the dlinensional scale of a structure
and the time required for a po irrt within it to attain a specified
temperature, when the structure is tested for fire-resistance in
accordance with D.S. 476. 'Phe effects of such factors as the presence
of water in a structure are discussed. 'l'ables are given relating time
and dimensional scaling factors, and the limitations in their al)plicc.tion
are indicated.
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THE SCALmG os DIlwliSIONS m B.S. 476 ]<'IRE-RESISTANCE TESTS

by

J. H. iilcGuire

" ) Introduction

'I'he furnace testing of elements of structures (such as wal.La ,
collnnns, be~ns and floors) in accordance with the fire-resistance test
of B. S. 476 incurs considerable expense and involves specialized and
ver,r expensive equipment. It would therefore be vaa.uab.Ie if, from the
result of a test on any structure, the result to be expected from
s.irni.Lar' structures of different scales could be calculated.

By using an electrical analogue (1) to solve a number of problems,
tables have been derived which relate the dimensional scales of
structures and the times to attain specified temperatures.

In the first instance, these tables are only applicable to fire
resistance test~ on structures which are not damaged by fire and in
TIhich conduction is the 9n~y heat transfer process twcing place. In a
previous note, however, (2) it has been sJ~,vn that a number of processes
which occur in problems described broadly as "thermal conductivity"
problems obey laws similar to those governing thermal conductivity.
The occurrence of these processes, described in paragraph 4, does no~

therefore, inve~idate the use of the tables.

The practical application of the tables assumes that the gener-al.
behaviour of the structure about ,ihich predictions are being made will
be the same as that of the structure tested. This assumption must be
justified. An example wher-e this assumption was fallacious is deacz-Lced
in paragraph 4. Pour scales of prestressed concrete beam were tested
and only in the largest did the concrete cover to the prestressing Hires
faU away during the test. The result for this beam was not therefore
related to the others as would be expected from Table 2. 'I'he result
was not due to unusual circwnstances and it is f'ound , in fact, that
such falling away can be expected where large thicknesses of concrete
cover are used without reinforcement,

2) :gefinition of ;'scaled structures"

For the purposes of this note one structure is considered to be
a scaled replica of another if all dimensions in \7hich there is a
component of heat flow in the one structure are related to' the
corresponding dimensions in the second structure by the same factor,
Dimensions in which there is no componen" )f heat flow do not influence

. the thermal problem and may be related by other factors. Thus in "-
cylindrical problem, in which transfer occurs radially, the height of
a specimen may be considered scaled by any convenient factor. Similarly,
in a problem irivolving a wall consisting of' laminae of one or more
materials, all heights may be considered scaled by one factor whilst
a different factor may be applied to widths.

3) Fire-resistance scaling tables

Table 1 relates the times for a temperature rise of 14U1C to
occur on the unexposed faces, to the dimensional scales, of HE.lls "!C

bulkheads subjected to fire-resistance tests in accor-dance with
B. s, 476.

Table 2 relates the times for tem~rature rises of ':'i500 C to
400°C to occur at the centres, to the dimensional scales,of columns
subjected to fire-resistance tests in accordance rnth B.S. 476.
As mentioned in the Introduction there are limitations in the
application of the tables and these ere detailed in paragr-aph 4 •
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. The following example illustrates the use of tho tables. Suppose
(t 4 inch wall, subjected to a B. S. 476 furnace test, failed in
81 minutes because the . temperature of the unexposed f:'.".ce r cce
by 1390C and supposing the failure tima of a similar 6 inch wall,
subjected to the same test, were required. The dimensional scaling
factor is 6 ~ 4 =1·5 and os 81 minutes lies between 1 hour 10 minutas
and 1 hour 40 minutes Table 1 gives the result that the time multiplica
tion f'actor would be 1.98. The 6 inch structure vrcul.d the:::-efore have
a fire-resistance time of 1'98 x 81 = 160 minute8 = 2 hO'Jrs 40 minutes,
failure again being defined as due to a tenperat~e rise of 139°C at
the unexposed face.

';Ihere time predictions are being made concerning te.uyperatures at
the centres of walls or bullcheads the cooling to the atmosphere at the
unexposed face scarcely influences the problem and Table 2 will be
found applicable.

\.bere temperatures at points in colw~s other than th~ cent~e

are being considered, it was found by the us e of the enaLogue ; that
time multiplication fLi.ctors greater than unity given by Table 2 need~~

to be reduced end those less than unity increased (by up to 20 per cent
depending on the pod.nt considered). The structures about which enaf.ogue
predictions were made in order to derive the tables, are listed in
Appendix 1.

The principal limitation in the practical applic~tioTI of the
tables is that it must be known tha.t the genere.l behavaour of the
structure about which predictions are to be made will be the same &~

that of: the structure tested. The importance of this fact0r is 'best
illustrated by Table 3 which lists the failure times of fOl~ scale3
of: a type of prestressed concrete beo~ together with predicted times
based on one particular result. Failure was actually by collapse b~t·

the tables were applico..hle becD-use it; was found that collapse occurred
when the prestressing wires r,tte.ined 0. specified t.emper-atarre , The
table derived for colQ~s (Table 2) was used because the cOLditions at
the prestressing ,vires closely resembled those at the centr-e of a
column, there being no cooling to the atmosphere.

Table 3

Predicted fo.ilure times of prestressed concrete beams

fire-resistance
time

iire-resisb.nce time
predicted frOill i scale

resul.t

11

63 minutes

3
~

)

100 _

'.

II

II

165 minutes

i,....._--------------------------------....
..... j.

""*Result on which predictions were based.



Linear
scaling
factor 0·25 0·30 0·35 0·40 0·45 0·50 0·55 0·60 0·70 0-80 0-90 1010 1· 20 ,. 30 1-40 1· 50 1· 60 1· 70 1·80 1·90 2-00 2~20 2·40 2-6C 2·80 ,.ex: 3-20 '·40 3· 60 3-80 4.c.o

Order of
failing

time I

25 - 35 min. I 0·86 1.15 1'31 1·48 1· 65 1'84- 2·04 2'26 2·46 2.69 2·92 3'42 3"94 4-.51 5·08 5·73 6·40 7·10 7·82 8·55 9:40
I

35 - 50 min. 0·59 0·72 0.. 85 1·16 1·32 1·50 1.69 1.89 2·10 2· 32 2·55 2-80 3-05 }-58 4-15 1+·75 ;·40 6-09 6-82 7·W 8~SO ~-22

Sp min. - 1 hr. 10 m,
1

0·47 0-58 0·71 0·85 1016 1· 34- 1·53 1··73 1·95 2·16 2-40 2·65 2·92 3018 3:n 4'31 5-05 s·n 6.;<:
.j

"'- I I 1)

0-45 0-64 1017 1-36 1-55 1·76 1·98 2·73 3·01 3·29 3·90 4-58, hr. 10 c. - 1 hr. 40 m, I I a.34 0·40 0-57 0·70 2·22 2·44. -

~ hr. 40 m, - 2 hr. 20 m. I 10- 24 0·28 0·33 0-38 0·43 0·56 0·69 0·64· 1·18 l' 37 1·57 1·79 2.02 2·26 2·52 2·79 3·09 3·35
I

2 hr. 20 m, - 3 hr. I 0-1910-23 0·27 0- 32 0·37 0·42 0'55 0'68 0'83 1.18 1-38 1· 59 1-81 2·05 2·30 2· 57 2·84
I ,

j

3 hr. - 3 hr. 40 In. 10·'5 0. 181°.22 0·27 0·31 0·37 0·42 0·54 0·68 0-83 1.18 1· 38 l' 59 1· 8:? 2.06 2'32
I - -- ,

r -- _. - - - ~ -

3 hr. 40 m, - 4 hr. 20 m, 0-14 0·18 0'22 0'26 0'31 0'36 0·42 0·54 0·68 0·83 1-19 1'39 1· 60 1.83
; ~-- - I'" -,

0.1110.14 0.,71°' 21

~ . ._. ...-.-... - - - ._.-~

J~'

4 hr, 20 m, - 5 nr-, 0·26 0-30 0·36 0·41 0-53 0·67 0·83 1019 1'39 TABLE 2 TIME SCALING ~AC?ORS FUR OOLlP..lNS. B. S. 476 ltllBlu.c.E CURVE APH.IEO
i {~'''TT rTO'C' WE W!t."EtlfERATURE RISE AT 1

0.,'1°.140-171°.21°'250.-30°'350'410'53 0·670'83

.,

5 hr. - 5 hr. 40 m, 1.19 I,
- - . -

~
,

0'55 '0.60 ~-40 1· 60 11. 70
Order of ~~~ O' 25 o- 3U 10·35 0'40 0'4.5 0'50 0·70 0·80 0·90 1.10 1-20 1. 30 1·50 1-80 1·90 2·00 2-20 2-40 2·60 2·80 3·00 3· 20 3-4D 3·60 3·60 4.(l}

r niling So t.f\\o-~ I '~

time ~~""'(O- - ,
,

0·86 1.47 ~. G4 1.81 2'64- 2-85 .3'29 }·85 5·05 5-74 6'45 7· 28 8'20 9·}0 1Q.((J
,) 25 - 35 min. 1·15 1. .30 2'02 2·22 2·43 4-45

.-._- ---- ----,- . -- --- .. . _- ---
35 - 50 min.

I
O'61 O· 73 0·86 1.16 1'32 1·49 ~. 67 1.86 2·08 2·29 2"50 ~·74 2·99 3'4.7 4-09 4·80 5·71 6· 61 7·60 8· 71 1()10

- - -- ---- ,

50 min. - 1 hr. 10 ~"
, 0·47 0·59 o·71 0.85 1.17 1·3.3 1·52 h, 71 1· 91 2·14 2·37 2·61 2·88 3" 16 3"7} 4'51 5·4} 6·60
!-_. -

1 hr.
I

0·}5 0·40 0·46 0·57 Do 70 0·85 1'17 1· 35 1'55 1· 75 1'98 2·48 2·76 }·08 3·44- 4·24- 5·3110 m, - 1 hr. 40 m. i 2·22 .

20 m" I
--~-- ----

.
-1, hr. 40 m, - 2 hr. 0·24 0·29 O'}4 0-39 0·41+ a-56 O' 69 0·85 1·17 1· 3G 1'57 l' 79 2·05 2·32 2·62 2'97 3'41 }'94

12 hr. 2() In_ - 3 lu". I 0019 O· 23 O'28 0·32 0'37 0-43 0'55 0·69 0.84 1·18 1· .38 1· 60 1'86 2·14- 2-44- 2.84- 3'25. I I

!
3 hr-, - 3 hr. 40 m, 1°'15 0·18 0·22 0.27 0.3

'
0'36 0.1.,2 0·54 o· 68 0'83 1'19 "40 1· 65 1· 93 2.23 2'58

.
I

.3 hr. 4D m. - 4 hr. 20 m. 0·14- 0·17 O· 21 0'26 0·30 0·35 0-41 0·53 0·67 0·82 t- 20 1·42 l' 69 1·99

4. hr. 20 m, - 5 hr. 0010 0·13 0·17 0·20 0'25 0'29 0·35 0·40 0·52 0·66 0·82 1·20 1·41+ I

5 hr. - 5 hr. 40 m, 0·09 0.12 0·16 0-19 0.24 0-29 0·34 0·39 0.51 0.65 0·81 1· 21 ,

~

TABLE 1 TIME SCALD.iG ?'J.CTORS FOR ff;.;LLS AND BUI..roiBADS- B.. S_ ~76 ~~IJRNACE cuavs APPLIED
;. {i"AILORE nuE TO TEMPERATURE RISE AT UN'ElCroSED lMCE) •.

.
t
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It will be noticed that, whilst the predictions f'or the 1/1, ana
3/8 scale beams agree with actual results within the limits of'
ve.riability to be expected in fire-resista..,ce tests, the prediction for
the 4/5 scale beam is quite Lnoorr-ect., 'l'he explanation is that the
concrete cover to the prestressing wires fell away f'rom the 4/5 aco.Le
beam during the test whilst it remained intact on the others. Tm.B
behaviour can be expected to be repeatable f'or it has been fClwd t;lat
thicknesses of concrete cover of' more than two or th-r:-ee inches require
reinforcement to prevent their falling DYIr..y during t es t ,

In deriving 'fables 1 and 2 by the use ~:' 'che e:;",,,J;rical analogue,
heat flow within a structure has been assumed to be E. process of
conduction only. 'I'he t ab l.es are fhoz-ef'or-o only applicable where this
is the case or where aasoci.at.ed processes obey s.imi.Lar- le.rffL A
dej;ailed diBcu~s~on of such processes and other effects is gaven in a
previotill note \2) and it is therefore merely necessary to swnm11I'ise the
resulting conclusions.

a) Presence of Hater in a structure

The principal effect of Hater in a structure is that it absorbs
h0?t as its temperature rises and us it is vaporized. '.L'llis ef'f'ec c ir..
no way invalidates the use of the tables, and neither does ·:,he fact
t:l~t water vapour occupies a gr-cater- volume than water.

The migration phenomenon encountered in practice is L~rgely a
diffusion process and would theref'ore also not be expected to influenco
scaling.

b) ~ities and imperf<ect thermal contact .£'-.:LJ-n~,£rJ:~!:'~.E.

The effect, on scaling of imperfect thermal CO::1tC.t.:t ac inte:c1:"ac6o
may be neglected, as also may the effect of cc.vitiecl pro,-TideQ, f!""OlTI
the geometry of the structure, it can be seen th9.t thay do not pI"", a
substantial part in the heat transfer through the 8:;ruet'~re.

J!'or many mat.er-i.e.Ls 'cllG quarrt.it i.es thermal conduotivito', dcnsito'
and specific heat are i'tli~ctions of temperature. The t~bles remain
applicable in these circumstances.

5) Conclusions

It cannot be overemphasized that the tables should only be used
after checlcing that the limitations described in this note do not
apply to the problem under consideration.

6) Referel:£,~

(1 ) Lawson, D. I. and McGuire, J. H. "The solution 0'" trs.,:sier,t
hea.t-if'Low problems by analogous electrical ne twortcs ", Proc,
Instn. ~~ch. Engrs., Lond., (A) 1953, !67 (3) 275-487.
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'I'hr-ee inch, },:L
·,""2 inoh and 9 inch bric!e wnlls,

3 inch, 4~ inch and 9 inch high conductivity walls,
A"

·1 C;,0\: inch bul.khead pz-o'tect ed by "2 Lnch.iconcr-e te on each side, a
b1.:'llchead to tYiice this scale and one to six tiiHes thLr.. scc Lc ,

,:,. :i:: .ch diw-neter steel column protected bj'" ~ il:'C~ of' concre te and
tho R ame sca.Ied up by factor s of 2 and 6.

4 inch, 6 inch, 8 inch and 12 inch diameter solid concrete
co'Lumna,




